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Welcome

1 Welcome
Welcome to Training
Siemens Healthineers would like to welcome you to the Local Area Training on
the Dimension Systems.
This course is designed to teach you the advanced skills needed to operate, maintain,
and troubleshoot the Dimension Systems.
Our staff welcomes the opportunity to present this training program to you.
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Safety Information
While you are here, please follow these safety practices:
•

Please wear your name badge at all times.

•

In the event of a fire alarm, a loud noise will sound continuously and the lighted
fire sign will blink. Stop work immediately and leave the building through the
nearest exit. Follow an instructor to the meeting area.

•

Report any injury to an instructor.

•

Read carefully the warnings, cautions, and notes in the
Operator’s Guide.

•

No eating, drinking, storing food, or applying cosmetics at the instrument.

•

Safety glasses should be worn when you are working on the instrument. Lab
coats and or gloves are available upon request. Do not wear these garments
outside the room.

•

Wash your hands after removing gloves.

•

Dispose of waste materials appropriately:
o

•
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Paper Waste: Use standard containers with clear plastic liners for all paper
products.

Dispose of probes in the container designated by the instructor.
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Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course, you will be able to:
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•

Explain the theory of HM, LOCI and IMT test processing.

•

Identify the consumables and hardware components used in processing HM,
LOCI, and IMT tests.

•

Perform the HM, LOCI, and IMT maintenance procedures.

•

Identify error messages associated with HM, LOCI and IMT modules.

•

Demonstrate troubleshooting of the HM, LOCI and IMT modules.

•

Identify error messages associated with the Clot Check feature.
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Training Agenda
Morning

Afternoon

Welcome
HM
Hands on Troubleshooting
LOCI
Hands on Troubleshooting
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Lunch

IMT
Hands on Troubleshooting
Clot Check
Hand on Troubleshooting
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Advanced Technology & Maintenance
Operator Training

Course Validation Checklist
The participant places a checkmark beside the competency when it is completed.
When all competencies are checked, the instructor and participant sign and date
below as record of completion.
Topics

Competencies

Heterogeneous Module (HM)

Explain the theory of HM test
processing

Completed

Identify the consumables and
hardware components used in
processing HM tests
Perform HM
maintenance procedures
Identify error messages
associated with the HM
LOCI Module

Explain the theory of LOCI test
processing
Identify the consumables and
hardware components used in
processing LOCI tests
Perform LOCI maintenance
procedures
Identify error messages
associated with the LOCI module

Integrated Multisensor
Technology (IMT)

Identify the components of the
IMT
Describe the flow of the IMT
system
Demonstrate troubleshooting
the IMT system

Clot Check

Identify error messages
associated with the Clot Check
feature
Perform a Clot Check bypass

Dimension Systems
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Instructor:

__________________________________________________

Participant:

__________________________________________________

Date:

__________________________________________________

What was most helpful to you during this program?

How can we improve this program to make it more meaningful to you?
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2 Heterogeneous Module (HM)
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Heterogeneous Module (HM)

Heterogeneous Module (HM)
Resources
•

Dimension® EXL™ 200/Dimension® EXL™ with LM Operator’s Guide

Objectives
Upon completion of this exercise, you will be able to:
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•

Explain the theory of HM test processing.

•

Identify the consumables and hardware components used in processing HM.

•

Perform the HM maintenance procedures.

•

Identify error messages associated with the HM module.
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Heterogeneous Immunoassay Module (HM)
Theory Overview
The Heterogeneous Immunoassay Module extends the features available on the
Dimension system by adding high-sensitivity chromium-based heterogeneous
immunoassays to your test menu. HM Immunoassay testing requires multiple
washing and incubation steps to gain the high sensitivity and specificity required by
these methods.
Three basic steps are required:
1. An immunoreaction in which the analyte is bound to a solid phase (chromium
dioxide - CrO2) and tagged (conjugate) with an enzyme.
2. Separation and washing of the bound analyte to remove sample and reactants.
3. Measurement of the bound analyte via the enzyme tag.
Steps 1 and 2 are performed by the HM module. Step 3 is performed in the
photometric area of the Dimension system.

HM Consumables
Sample Probe Cleaner
Reagent Probe Cleaner
Chemistry Wash
Note: Replace every 30 days and run HM method QC when Chemistry Wash
lot changes.
Reaction Vessels

Dimension Systems
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Heterogeneous Module (HM)

HM HCG Flex® Configuration and Reaction

R2 is responsible for hydrating wells 3 through 6.
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Error Message

Steps to Resolve

Notes

Wash Aspirator Failure

(586 or 588) Vessel Aspirator Probe
Possible obstruction
Clogged wash probe 1 (586) or 2 (588)
- Stylet. If error persists, use Operator’s Guide to
replace and align probe.
- Inspect tubing connection for problems for leaks
- Inspect/Replace HM pump cassette
- Inspect vacuum sensor for proper connection
and operation
- Clogged HM tubing- Replace

Alt/M will identify W1 or
W2

Incubation or Wash Wheel
Cannot Find Home

Incubation (615) or Wash Wheel (603) Cannot Find
Home
Incubation (617) or Wash Wheel (605) Stuck on
Home
Home sensor not changing state
- Vessel jammed? Clear.
- Wheel installed correctly? Verify positioned
correctly on locator pin.

F4: SYSTEM PREP
F7: PUMP PRIME
F6: HM
Prime 3 cycles

HM Diagnostics:
F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F5: HM MODULE

If the wheel moves:
- Using HM Diagnostics, check sensor function. If
sensor does not change state, clean or use the
Operator’s Guide to replace the appropriate
home sensor
If the wheel does not move:
- Check fuse according to Alt/M. If out, replace
fuse with one of same from Accessory Kit.
If wheel moves but not smoothly:
- Suspect Motor Control Board 3

Dimension Systems
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Vessel Transfer Lost Steps

Vessel Transfer Cannot Find
Home

(579) Vessel Transfer lost steps moving to wash
wheel
(580) Vessel Transfer lost steps moving to incubate
wheel
- Check for interference and remove any jammed
vessels from transfer channel.
- Clean and lubricate spline shaft and guide rod
- Perform Vessel Transfer alignments
- Confirm the system operates correctly in HM
diagnostics by loading vessels.

HM Diagnostics:

(591) Vessel transfer cannot find home
- Press Reset, raise lid
- Press Reset again and observe the movement of
the HM transfer shuttle.

HM Diagnostics:

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F5: HM MODULE
F6: LOAD VESSELS

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F5: HM MODULE

If it MOVES through a complete initialization cycle
without stopping:
- Using HM diagnostics, check sensor function:
If the sensor changes state, suspect motor
control board
If the field DOES NOT change, the sensor has
failed: replace the HM shuttle home sensor
If it DOES NOT MOVE through its complete
initialization cycle:
- Check if anything is interfering with the
movement of the shuttle, e.g., vessels, cables etc.
If it DOES NOT MOVE at all:
- Check fuse. The fuse LED indicator, 24-5D on Fuse
Board should be lit. If it is not lit, replace the fuse.
- If the new fuse fails (fuse LED does not stay lit)
and/or the error message reappears, call CCC-TS
Vessel Mixer Failure
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(583 or 584) Vessel- no revolutions detected Mixer
(Alt M will identify mixer 1 or 2)
- Mixers sticking: clean and calibrate mixers
- Electrical or connection problem. If error message
reappears, call CCC-TS.

HM Diagnostics:
F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F5: HM MODULE
F4: CALIB MIXER
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Vessel Feeder Empty

Vessel Track Empty
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(571) Vessel Feeder Timeout
Check the vessel feeder for vessels and ensure the
feeder is not jammed.
- Press RESET and observe the vessel feeder for
proper operation.
- Vessel track full sensor is not functioning properly.
Reseat vessel track full sensor
- Check Vessel Feeder motor connection and press
RESET to observe movement.
- Confirm the system operates correctly in HM
diagnostics by loading vessels.

HM Diagnostics:

(572) Vessel present timeout
- Clear any jam or obstruction in vessel track
Ensure vessels are in the track and ready to load. If
not, gently tap the side of the feed channel.
- Remove vessel feeder to inspect vessel track for
jams.
- Vessel present sensor is not functioning properly
- Confirm the system operates correctly in HM
diagnostics by loading vessels.

HM Diagnostics:

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F5: HM MODULE
F6: LOAD VESSELS

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F5: HM MODULE
F6: LOAD VESSELS
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LOCI Module

LOCI Module
Resources
•

Dimension® EXL™ 200/Dimension® EXL™ with LM Operator’s Guide

Objectives
Upon completion of this exercise, you will be able to:
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•

Explain the theory of LOCI test processing.

•

Identify the consumables and hardware components used in processing LOCI
tests.

•

Perform LOCI maintenance procedures.

•

Identify error messages associated with the LOCI module.
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Homogeneous Immunoassay
LOCI Module (LM)
LOCI Theory Overview
Step 1:

The chemibeads coated with analyte specific antibodies and the
biotinylated antibodies are added by the R2 probe and the sample is
added by the sample probe to a reaction vessel on the incubate wheel.

+

+

CB

Sample
Analyte
Analyte-specific
Antibody
B

Biotinylated
antibody

Step 2:

CB
B

Next the sensibead reagent is added to the reaction vessel and incubates
at 37°C forming bead pairs.

Add
S

Incubate
37°C

Streptavidin

CB
B

S
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LOCI Module

Step 3:

The reaction vessel is moved to the LOCI read chamber by the LOCI arm. A
LED shines light on the reaction at a wavelength of 680 nm. This results in
the sensibead producing singlet oxygen which is absorbed by the
chemibead.

3

1

O

O

Light

680
S

CB

Light

680

LED
Light Source

Step 4: The bound chemibeads will chemiluminesce. The wavelength is measured at
612 nm by the CPM Detector (LOCI Reader) and is proportional to the
concentration of analyte in the sample.

3

1

O

O
light

S

CB

612
light
612
CPM
Detector
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LOCI Module Troubleshooting
General Troubleshooting: LOCI Reader and Transfer Arm
Typically reader issues will cause a Pre-read Failure. The pre-read is performed prior
to vessel pickup and is composed of several diagnostic reads; a contamination read
and an illumination check.
Diagnostic values taken during the pre-read and an additional gain read are logged
in the instrument and monitored on an on-going basis. Forty values are required to
establish the statistics, and then 100 reads are used on a rolling basis, specific to
each instrument reader.
The LOCI transfer arm uses a suction cup with a vacuum system to pick up and
transfer a vessel from the HM incubate wheel to the reader and then to the waste
chute.
A pressure transducer monitors the pressure in the line to ensure proper vessel
transfer. Error codes will indicate a failed pickup or a dropped vessel. Motor lost
steps and positioning errors are posted when one or more components are
damaged or not functioning properly.
Error

Steps to Resolve

Notes

LOCI Detector Failed Check

(849) Failed Reader Contamination Check
1. Enter the LOCI Detector Statistics
Diagnostic screen

F7: DIAGNOSTICS

The LOCI module detected
abnormal levels during the
pre- read contamination
check, which shows
baseline noise.

•

The value column displays a color
indicating status: green is
acceptable, red is outside set limits
and yellow means there are not
enough reads

F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F7: LOCI MODULE
F7: STATISTICS
F1: RESET STATISTICS

For this error code, the
Contamination value will be red
Examine the HM incubate wheel for
reagent spillage that could contaminate
the vessel
Examine the R2 delivery area. If there
are fluids, clean up and perform R2 arm
alignments.
Press F1 to reset the statistics to 0.
Enter 50 in the field next to Cycle and
press F8 to Cycle. If problem persists,
continue with replacements.
Replace the insert and rubber seal
following the Operator’s Guide and reset
the statistics.
•

2.

3.

4.

5.

Dimension Systems
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LOCI Detector Failed Check
The Illumination read is
outside the acceptable
range (150K to 500K counts
per second)

LOCI Detector Failed Check
The gain ratio is outside the
acceptable range
(1.0 – 8.5)

Dropped Vessel Errors:
LOCI Vessel Detect Failure

(850) Failed Reader Illumination Check
1. Enter the LOCI Detector Statistics
Diagnostic screen
•

For this error code, the Illumination
value will be red

• Reset the LOCI statistics
2. Replace the insert and rubber seal
following the Operator’s Guide and
reset the statistics.
3. Call CCC-TS. Primarily noise related and
electrical components should be
inspected.
(851) Failed Reader Gain Check
1. Enter the LOCI Detector Statistics
Diagnostic screen
•

For this error code, the gain ratio
value will be red

F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F7: LOCI MODULE
F7: STATISTICS
F1: RESET STATISTICS

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F7: LOCI MODULE
F7: STATISTICS

F1: RESET STATISTICS
• Reset the LOCI statistics
2. Replace the insert and rubber seal
following the Operator’s Guide and reset
the statistics.
3. If problem persists, call CCC-TS

(848) Failed pressure detect when transferring
vessel
Occurs when attempting to pick up vessel from
detector. Alt/M will direct the user to look for a
dropped vessel around the HM and LOCI areas
or inside the detector.

LOCI Vessel Not found

(855) LOCI vessel detect error
Occurs when attempting to pick up vessel from
the HM incubate wheel. Instrument recovers
and discards vessel to trash.

LOCI Vessel Spill

(856) LOCI vessel dropped error
Occurs when vessel is dropped during transfer
from the HM incubate wheel. Instrument
recovers and discards all vessels on the incubate
wheel to trash.
For any of these errors:
1. Inspect Vacuum Cup and replace if
damaged
2. Perform LOCI arm auto alignments
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F7: DIAGNOSTICS

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F2: SAMPLE SYSTEM
F7: LOCI MODULE
F6: INSPECT

Note:
For error codes 848 and
855 a vessel is lost and
the test must be rerun.

Error code 856 indicates
a potential sample spill
on the HM incubate
wheel. All tests on the
HM wheel at that time
will be aborted and will
need to be rerun.
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Integrated Multisensor Technology (IMT)
Resources
•

Dimension® EXL™ 200/Dimension® EXL™ with LM Operator’s Guide

Objectives
Upon completion of this exercise, you will be able to:
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•

Identify the components of the IMT system.

•

Describe the flow of the IMT system.

•

Demonstrate troubleshooting error messages associated with the IMT system.
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IMT Flow Overview
The QuikLYTE IMT system uses a multisensor for the determination of Na+, K+ and
Cl-. The measurement technique is potentiometric with flow-through sensor
electrodes. The indirect IMT system processes all serum, plasma and urine LYTES or
Na+/K+ tests in 56.7 seconds and uses 40µL of sample. Each QuikLYTE sensor is used
for five days or 1000 samples.

1:10 Dilution and Sample Processing Summary for Dimension
EXL and Xpand systems
1. Sample diluent is delivered into the port by the IMT diluent syringe.
2. The photometric sample probe aspirates sample and dispenses it into the port.
3. The sample and sample diluent are ultrasonically mixed by the photometric
sample probe.
4. The diluted sample is then drawn into the QuikLYTE sensor through XO, the
rotary valve, and X1 tubing by the IMT pump.
5. The sample is followed by the Standard A fluid, which is used as a one-point drift
check of the system’s two-point IMT calibration.
Note: The IMT system ensures the accurate placement of fluids by aligning a
segment of Standard A in the IMT sensor cartridge prior to every calibration.
This compensates for any variations in system tubing volumes and pumping
efficiency due to the wearing and stretching of the tubing over time. If Standard
A is not detected during the automatic pump alignment, an error is posted.
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QuikLYTE Sensor – Layout

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

CL

K

NA

Air/Liquid

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Ref. Air/Liquid

The sensor has 2 channels, one for samples or standards and one for salt bridge,
which is the reference solution. There are 3 electrodes for measuring Na, K, and Cl
and one reference electrode. Two air/liquid detectors take volt readings to monitor
the flow of fluids, which are separated by air segments.

Dimension EXL Systems
Pump Alignment (nominal range 75 - 79 with new tubing)

63.7

75

77

79

87.5

Nominal Operating Range
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IMT Consumables:
Standard A
Standard B
Salt Bridge Solution
QuickLyte Sample Diluent
Flush

When Does the IMT System Calibrate?
•

Every 2 hours

•

After running a condition cycle

•

After changing or priming certain consumables

•

After an auto pump alignment

•

Manual calibration from the Main Operating Menu:
F4: System Prep > F3: IMT > F2: Calibration > F1: Calibrate

IMT Calibration Values
Slope Specifications

Std A Air and Liquid Values

NA= 53-65

Air ≥ 0.8

K= 53-65

Liquid ≤ 0.6
Air must be at least 2 times liquid value

CL= -55-40

Dimension Systems
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Dilution Check
The purpose of a dilution check is to check the accuracy and precision of the 1:10
sample dilution made by the IMT system. The dilution check fluid has a known
concentration of Na+ and K+. Five replicates of dilution check solution are
processed. The recovered Na+ and K+ results are compared to the expected bottle
value and a % bias is calculated. A bias within ±1% is acceptable accuracy. SD is
calculated and must be ≤1.4 for Na and ≤ 0.04 for K for acceptable precision.
ONLY
•

Run a dilution check as part of the replacement procedure for the QuikLYTE
sensor.

ALWAYS
•

Refrigerate bottles of Dilution Check solution.

•

Use the same bottle of Dilution Check solution on multiple instruments.

•

Pour directly from the Dilution Check solution bottle.

NEVER
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•

Run a dilution check on a sensor that has already been used to run samples.

•

Use Dilution Check solution from a bottle that has less than one inch of fluid
remaining.

•

Rerun a dilution check using the same sample cup. Always pour a fresh cup.
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Resolving a Failed Dilution Check

Dimension Systems

•

Software calculates the % bias from the obtained mean results of Na and K
compared to the bottle values of the DilChk solution.

•

A new Correction Factor is calculated to adjust the results to obtain the
bottle values of 140 for Na and 4.0 for K. This correction factor is not visible
on the IMT Dilution Calibration screen.

•

The correction factor is typically between 1.00 and 1.02. If not, and QC is
out of range contact CCC-TSC
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Troubleshooting Failed DilChk
Failed Bias >1%
1. From the IMT Dilution Calibration screen, press F1: Correct Bias. At the prompt
Do you want the dilution calibration factor to be corrected? (y/n), type y for
yes.
•

If the Bias field corrects to 0%, document, and run QC for electrolytes.

•

Correcting the bias is permitted by the software, if the bias is less than 5%
from the previous Dilchk and if the difference between Na and K is less than
3%.

2. If the software will not let you correct the bias:
•

Replace the IMT Sample Diluent and/or the Dilution Check solution, as it
may be contaminated.

•

Pour a fresh cup of Dilution Check solution to rerun Dilchk.

3. If the bias still cannot be corrected, contact CCC-TS.

Unacceptable Standard Deviation (SD) for Na+/K+
1. Pour fresh Dilution Check solution into a new sample cup. Rerun the Condition
and Dilution Check routine.
2. Display the Fluids Prime/Pump Alignment screen and check the IMT Pumping
Rate field. If the rate is outside the nominal range, replace the X tubing inside
the IMT pump.
3. Nominal Operating Range 75-79 uL/revolution
4. Check Sample Probe alignments and inspect sample syringe.
5. Inspect IMT diluent syringe.
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Troubleshoot IMT Error Messages
Error Message
IMT Failed to Autoalign
IMT Standard Fluid Detect
Failure
IMT Failed to Detect Flush
Fluid
IMT Failed to Calibrate

Steps to Resolve

Notes

The following troubleshooting will resolve minor codes
(547) Autoalign failed to sense Standard A alignment
fluid
(312) IMT Standard Fluid Detect Failure (Air detected
when fluid expected)
(545) IMT Failed to Detect Flush Fluid
- Ensure IMT tower is completely closed and no tubing
is pinched behind it
- Check for sufficient Standards A, B, Flush and Salt.
Check tubing are connected
- Prime Salt bridge solution, verify flow and ensure the
R1 tubing is in the pinch valve
- Check that the pressure foot bar is engaged and
pump rollers are rolling freely
- Check (A, B or F), X1, X2 and X3 tubing for pinches or
leaks, and replace if necessary
- Clean any salt build-up around tubing connections
and around the pogo pins
- Replace the X tubing, check that pump alignment is
within range
- Bleach the waste tubing
- Check the rotary valve for leaks / replace seal
- Backflush Rotary Valve if clogged
- Run IMT Condition Cycle
- If X1 tubing was just replaced run IMT condition
- Replace IMT QuikLYTE sensor

To prime IMT fluids
or to perform a
pump alignment:

IMT Standard Air Detect
Failure

(314) IMT Standard Air Detect Failure (Fluid detected
when air expected)
- Check that the IMT cartridge interface (tower) is
completely closed and that no tubing is pinched
behind the tower
- Check that the Standard A, Standard B and Flush bags
and prime standards
- Prime salt bridge solution, verify flow and ensure the
R1 tubing is seated properly in the pinch valve
- Clean any salt buildup around the IMT sensor
interface and the pogo pins
- If X1 tubing just replaced, run IMT Condition
- Replace the IMT QuikLYTE sensor

IMT Sample Fluid Detect

(311) IMT Sample Fluid Detect Failure (Air detected

Dimension Systems

F4: SYSTEM PREP
F3: IMT
F3: ALIGN/PRIME

IMT Diagnostics:
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IMT

Failure

IMT Sample Air Detect Failure
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when fluid expected)
- Check for sufficient sample volume in the sample
container and the sample container is in the correct
position
- Check the Sample probe alignments
- Ensure IMT tower is completely closed and no tubing
is pinched behind it
- Check the X, XO, X1, X2 tubing for pinches, clogs or
leaks
- With the instrument in Standby, place water in the
IMT Port and verify that the water is not drawn
down into the IMT drain
- Clean the IMT Port
- Backflush Port
- Replace the IMT QuikLYTE sensor

F4: SYSTEM PREP
F3: IMT
F3: ALIGN/PRIME

(313) IMT Sample Air Detect Failure (Fluid detected
when air expected)
- Calibrate the IMT and rerun the sample
- Check that the IMT cartridge interface (tower) is
completely closed and that no tubing is pinched
behind the tower
- Check X, XO, X1, X2 and X3 tubing for pinches or
leaks, replace if necessary
- Check the IMT port for clogs
- Dispense water into the IMT Port until it is nearly full;
use the F3: Open Port function in the IMT System
Clean screen to determine if the port will drain
- Clean the IMT Port
- Replace the IMT QuikLYTE sensor
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IMT

Insufficient /excess IMT
Diluent in port

IMT Rotary Valve Cannot Find
Home or IMT Rotary Valve
Communication Problem

Dimension Systems

(546) insufficient /excess IMT Diluent in the port
- Check for sufficient volume of Diluent in bottle,
prime Diluent and observe the flow. If not flowing,
check the fitting on the Diluent bottle cap. Check D1
and D2 tubing for pinches, crimps, leaks or
obstruction, replace tubing if necessary. Check the
IMT pump alignment, replace the X tubing
- Check the Sample probe alignments
- Check the IMT Port for clogs
- Dispense water into the IMT Port until it is nearly full;
use the F3: OPEN PORT function in the IMT System
Clean screen to determine if the port will drain
- Clean the IMT Port
- Backflush the IMT Port

IMT Diagnostics:

(540) IMT rotary valve sensor problem or valve did
not move (cfh)
(542) IMT rotary valve sensor problem or valve did
not move (soh)
- Press Reset, if the message reappears, follow with
the steps below
- Check the fuse for the IMT Rotary Valve: Fuse LED
Indicator 24-5B on Fuse Board B should be lit. If not,
replace the fuse, following the procedure in the
Operator’s Guide
- Check the operation of the IMT Rotary Valve motor
and sensor
In the IMT Diagnostics screen, cursor to the IMT
Rotary Valve on the screen and press F2: TEST MTR
ONLY
If Connection field indicates FAIL, motor may be
defective, contact the CCC-TS
If Home field indicates FAIL, check the connector
(P/J184). If connection is good, replace the Rotary
Valve Home sensor

IMT Diagnostics:

F4: SYSTEM PREP
F3: IMT
F3: ALIGN/PRIME

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F3: IMT
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Backflush Procedures
IMT Does Not Calibrate






IMT Standard fluid detect failure (Error 312)
IMT Standard air detect failure (Error 314)
IMT failed to calibrate (Error 384)
IMT failed to detect flush fluid (Error 545)
Insufficient /excess IMT diluent in port (Error 546)

IMT Calibrates






IMT sample fluid detect failure (Error 311)
IMT sample air detect failure (Error 313)
IMT failed to detect flush fluid (Error 545)
Insufficient /excess IMT diluent in port (Error 546)
IMT port is overflowing (Non Error)

The obstruction is in the rotary valve assembly

The obstruction is in the sample port assembly

1. Access the IMT Diagnostics Screen from the Operating
Menu:

1. Access the IMT Diagnostics Screen from the Operating
Menu:

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F3: IMT
F8: ADVANCED DIAG, arrow to Rotary Valve
Change the rotary valve from none to sample by
pressing Enter.
Caution: Place paper towel or gauze pad over port to protect
face and electrical components.
2.

Disconnect X1 from tower and connect to a small syringe.

F7: DIAGNOSTICS
F1: ELECTRO/MECH
F3: IMT
F8: ADVANCED DIAG, arrow to Port waste
Change port waste from off to on by pressing Enter.
Caution: Place paper towel or gauze pad over port to protect
face and electrical components.
2. Disconnect FPV com tubing from waste bottle and
connect to a small syringe.

Warning: Do not attach a sharp needle to the syringe due to
the potential of personal injury. Use a plastic tip syringe or
adapt larger tubing and a connector to the syringe.

Warning: Do not attach a sharp needle to the syringe due to
the potential of personal injury. Use a plastic tip syringe or
adapt larger tubing and a connector to the syringe.

3.
4.

3. Flush 5-10 cc of warm water to the port to flush out clot.
4. Reconnect FPV.com tubing and check port flow.
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Flush 5-10 cc of warm water to the port to flush out clot.
Reconnect X1 and calibrate.
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IMT Condition Procedure
To condition the X0 and X1 tubing after replacing, perform the following
procedure.
1. From the Main Operating menu, press:
F7: DIAGNOSTICS > F1: ELECTRO/MECH > F3: IMT > F8: ADVANCED DIAG
2. On the IMT Advanced Diagnostics screen, look at the IMT Rotary Valve field:
NONE. Press the ENTER key to change the field to SAMPLE.
3. Manually fill the IMT port with fresh serum or plasma.
4. Press F3: PUMP JOG until you fill X0 and X1 through the sensor, just out into X2
tubing.
5. Ensure fluid is flowing; the port may need to be refilled.
6. Let the fluid sit in the tubing at least 15 minutes.
7. Calibrate the IMT system.
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5 Clot Check
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Clot Check
Resources
•

Dimension® EXL™ 200/Dimension® EXL™ with LM Operator’s Guide

Objectives
Upon completion of this exercise, you will be able to:
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•

Identify error messages associated with the Clot Check feature.

•

Perform the Clot Check Bypass procedure.
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Clot Check Overview
The Dimension EXL system has the ability to check for clots during sample
aspiration. The clot check feature functions with the following sample types: CSF,
serum, plasma, whole blood, urine, and QC (except QC run as part of a calibration).

What is Clot Check?
The clot check module gives the sample metering system the ability to detect
pressure changes in the sampler fluidics system. Abnormal pressure changes during
the aspiration of a sample indicate clogging in the sample probe that could affect
the accuracy of the aspiration.

Clot Check Pressure Transducer Board
The clot check pressure transducer board is mounted underneath the sample wheel
hub. Clot check sample tubing consists of 2 pieces of sample tubing:
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•

The left piece of tubing is installed from the sample probe and is labeled To
Sample Arm.

•

The right piece of tubing is installed from the 100-µL syringe and is labeled To
Pump.
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Operating Conditions Status Area Icons
Clot Check Status
The yellow icon indicates that the Clot Check feature is turned off.
It shares the same location as the printer icon. If both a printer icon
and a clot check icon need to be displayed, the screen will flash
from 1 icon to the other.
The red icon indicates that the Clot Check Error sample aborted
error has occurred. It shares the same location as the printer icon.
If both a printer icon and a clot check icon need to be displayed,
the screen will flash from 1 icon to the other.

Sample Processing: Clot Check Test Report Messages
A test result with a ClotCheckErr test report message will not include a numerical
result. Any successfully completed test results from the same sample cup will be
displayed. Any tests that have not yet aspirated sample from the same sample cup
will be aborted and have an Aborted Test message associated with them. The figure
below is an example of a test report with a successful test result, a test result with a
ClotCheck Err, and the subsequent aborted tests.

Note: Good laboratory practice is to rerun all tests on a sample with Clot Check Err.
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Troubleshooting Clot Check Error Codes
Error Message

Steps to Resolve

Notes

(867) Clot Check ErrorHanging clot detected

(867) A hanging clot was detected. The sample
probe will position itself above the sample
container with the clot and the sample wheel
will lock.
- Use gauze, clean the hanging clot from the
sample probe
- Inspect the sample for clots. Follow your lab
procedures in handling clotted samples
- Restart the sampler by pressing the Pause key
- A dialog box appears and states: “The Sampler
is paused due to a hanging clot. Have you
followed the instructions in the Help (ALT/M)
screen?” answer yes only if you have cleared
the hanging clot
The instrument will perform a clot check
recovery. Press the Reset key to continue
processing.

Wait until all
processing tests
are completed
and instrument is
in STANDBY
before opening
the lids to
troubleshoot

(865) Clot Check ErrorSample Aborted

(865) Instrument performs an automatic clot
check recovery. Remaining sample is dispensed
in the clot check port and pressure readings are
checked. If they pass the clot was cleared, and
the instrument will perform a bleach wash
before returning to sampling.
(864) If the pressure test fails, the clot was not
cleared and an 864 error is generated. The
sample probe will position itself over the IMT
Port. All further sample processing will stop and
the sampler will be in Pause status.
- Replace the sample probe and perform
alignments
- Restart the system by pressing Pause
- Answer yes to the dialog on screen if you
replaced the probe
- Reset the instrument to continue processing

(864) Sample Probe ClotUnable to Clear

With the error 865, sample
aborted, the instrument
will try to clear the clot. If
unsuccessful, an error of
864 is generated

(866) Clot Check hardware
failure
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The clot check transducer may have failed or the
Clot Check CAN board that monitors pressure
readings may have failed.
- Press Reset
- Bypass Clot Check Transducer board
- Replace Clot Check Transducer board
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